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EJ mapping tools use different PM2.5 data sources
• EPAEJ Screen uses CMAQ fusion
• CDC Environmental Justice Index combines
monitor and model data
• CalEnviroScreen combines PM2.5 concentrations
from monitors along with satellite observations
• Washington’s tool based on CalEnviroScreen;
several other states have at least preliminary tools

How do recent high resolution datasets
compare?
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Disparities are calculated as the ratio of population-weighted PM2.5 for each population subgroup to the
population-weighted overall average for different aggregations (i.e., all, urban, or rural tracts) and regions.

Conclusions & next steps
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• Datasets generally agree on relative PM2.5 exposure differences by
group with some variation (e.g., Amini shows larger disparities
than VD in many regions across variables)
• Absolute magnitude exposure differs across datasets with Amini
and CMAQ often larger
• Urban and rural differences provide insights on other EJ variables
• Amini and VD resolve intraurban differences particularly in the
west, unlike CMAQ
• Investigate relative versus absolute EJ exposure differences
• Differences among datasets may be due to source differences, such
as differences in underlying smoke emissions; more work needed
to confirm
• Consider comparing PM composition, sources, and regional
datasets if possible

